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Abstract

Despite a long tradition of dust instruments own on-board space mission,
the largest number of these can be considered unique as they used di�erent
detection techniques. GIADA (Grain Impact Analyzer and Dust Accumu-
lator), is one of the dust instruments on-board the Rosetta spacecraft and
is devoted to measure the dust dynamical parameters in the coma of comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. It couples two di�erent techniques to mea-
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sure the mass and speed of individual dust particles. We report here the
results of an extended calibration activity carried-out, during the hiberna-
tion phase of the Rosetta mission, on the GIADA Proto Flight Model (PFM)
operative in a clean room in our laboratory. The main aims of an additional
calibration campaign are:

� to verify the algorithms and procedures for data calibration developed
before Rosetta launch;

� to improve the comprehension of GIADA response after the increased
knowledge on cometary dust, e.g. the composition of dust particles
after Stardust mission.

These calibration improvements implied a �nal step, which consisted in de�n-
ing transfer functions to correlate the new calibration curves obtained for the
GIADA PFM to those to be used for GIADA onboard the Rosetta space-
craft. The extended calibration activity allowed us to analyse GIADA data
acquired in the 67P/C-G coma permitting to infer additional information on
cometary dust particles, e.g. density and tensile strength.

Keywords:
Rosetta Esa Mission; GIADA; Dust dynamical properties;
Calibration;Comet;Coma dust environment;

1. Introduction

Cosmic dust can be studied in laboratory (e.g. (1; 2; 3)) after returning it
to Earth using a variety of collection methods: dedicated collectors own by
stratospheric aircrafts (4); balloon-borne instruments (5); spacecraft ying
through cometary comae (6) or collecting dust on asteroid surface (7). Dust
can also be studied "in-situ" in cometary dust environments (8; 9; 10; 11; 12)
and in the interplanetary medium by space instruments exploiting physical
processes able to reveal the presence of dust particles. In-situ dust detectors
are generally devised to measure parameters associated with high-velocity
dust impacts to then derive the particle physical properties, with the support
of laboratory calibration activity, e.g. impacting accelerated particles with
known physical-chemical properties onto a laboratory replica of the dust de-
tector. Space dust instruments have measured for instance the impact light
ash, acoustic signal and impact ionization (13; 14). They were mounted
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on-board various space probes: the HEOS-2 (15), Helios (16), Pioneer 10,
Pioneer 11 (17), Giotto (12), Ulysses (14), Galileo, Stardust (13; 14; 18) and
LADEE (19). Dust detectors were also operating onboard Earth-orbiting
satellites as LDEF, EURECA, and Gorid satellites (20). Presently dust in-
struments are ying on the Cassini, New Horizon (21) and Rosetta space-
crafts. Three dust instruments ying onboard the Rosetta space probe of the
European Space Agency (ESA) are designed to characterise in-situ the dust
particles emitted by 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P/C-G) nu-
cleus. Among them GIADA (Grain Impact Analyzer and Dust Accumulator)
(Fig. 1), is devoted to analyse the comet particles physical dynamical param-
eters measuring the speed and the momentum of each particle entering the
instrument, and the uence of the �ne dust particles, with size� 5 microns
(22; 23).

2. GIADA Instrument

GIADA consists of three di�erent detection subsystems assembled in a
single instrument with speci�c relative geometrical positions that allows com-
bined measurements. The three detections sub-systems are: (1) the Grain
Detection System (GDS), devoted to detect individual particle entering GI-
ADA without a�ecting its dynamic properties and to constraint its optical
equivalent size; (2) the Impact Sensor (IS), a sensitive plate to measure the
momentum released by each particles upon impact and (3) the Microbalances
System (MBS), to measure the cumulative dust deposition from �ve di�erent
directions (Fig. 1). The GDS and the IS are placed in cascade along the path
of the dust particle entering GIADA. In order to de�ne and constrain the
�eld of view of the instrument a short ba�e is placed around the GIADA
aperture (see Fig. 1). A dust particle entering GIADA �rst encounters the
GDS, i.e. an illuminated area of 100 x 100 mm2 with a thickness of 3 mm is
generated by four pulsed (about 100 kHz) laser diodes emitting at� = 915
nm; the scattered light produced by the crossing particle is detected by one of
the two series (Right and Left receivers) of 4 centronic photodiodes equipped
with a dedicated collimating optics and placed a 90� with respect to the laser
propagation direction (y axis in Fig. 1). The signal is pre-elaborated by the
proximity electronics in order to be ampli�ed and to remove optical noise.
The signal amplitude recorded by the receivers gives information on the op-
tical equivalent size of the crossing particle while the time of ight across
the curtain provides a �rst estimation of its speed (24). After crossing the
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GDS the particle impacts the IS sensing plate: �ve zirconate piezoelectric
(PZT) sensors glued underneath a 0.5 mm thick aluminum plate forming a
100 x 100mm2 sensitive area aligned to the GDS illuminated area. The �ve
PZT sensors detect the acoustic bending wave generated by the impact and
propagating across the plate. According to the mechanical properties of the
aluminum plate, the PZTs have a exural resonance frequency of 200 kHz
and they convert the elastic deformation of the plate into an electrical signal.
A peak and hold circuit in the proximity electronic of the sub-system register
the amplitude of the signal that is linked to the momentum of the impacting
particle. An additional PZT transducer glued under the plate produces a
repeatable excitation signal, acting as an internal calibrator monitoring the
IS responsivity during in-ight operations (25). The measurement of the
time-of-ight between GDS and IS provides the speed of each individual par-
ticle entering GIADA. The mass of each impinging particle can be derived
combining the momentum and speed measurements. The cumulative ux of
particle with diameter � 5 micron is measured by the MBS subsystem, a
network of �ve Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCM) pointing in di�erent
directions in order to characterize the dust ux within a view angle of 180�

(Fig. 1). Each QCM consists of a matched pair of quartz crystals resonating
at 15 MHz (26) having an acceptance angle of about 40� thanks to a small
ba�e mounted in front of the quartz sensors. The QCMs are equipped with
a heating device to: (1) monitor the frequency vs. temperature dependence;
(2) perform thermo-gravimetric measurements on the accumulated dust at
temperatures up to 100� C; and (3) measure the volatile vs. the refractory
component (26).

3. Methods

The model philosophy adopted for GIADA foresaw the construction of
two models of the instrument: a Proto Flight Model (PFM), now installed in
a clean room in our laboratory, and a Flight Spare (FS) model, now onboard
the Rosetta spacecraft. Both models were calibrated during the pre-launch
campaign. During the Rosetta cruise and hibernation phases we decided to
perform additional activities on pre-ight calibration data and to set-up an
extended calibration campaign on the GDS and IS subsystems. This was
decided for a two-fold reason: 1) an in depth re-analysis of the pre-ight cali-
bration data highlighted speci�c weak points in the data reduction methods,
e.g. a non accurate reconstruction of the particle impact position; 2) the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Payload accommodated on the Rosetta spacecraft; GIADA is mounted
on the nadir panel; (b) GIADA aperture where dust particles entering meet the GDS
laser curtain and then impact on the IS at the bottom of the instrument; the �ve QCMs
pointing in �ve di�erent directions and forming the MBS are numbered in red.
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increased knowledge on cometary dust, especially after the analyses of dust
samples returned by the Stardust NASA mission from comet Wild2, encour-
aged us to derive a new set of response curves that would have optimized
GIADA scienti�c results. For the extended calibration campaign we pro-
ceeded in three steps: 1) verify the IS responsivity and improve the method
for particle impact position reconstruction; 2) analyse the GDS and IS phys-
ical response to a variety of cometary dust analogues in order to optimize
the calibration curves; and 3) de�ne transfer functions to correlate the two
GIADA models, so to enable the use of the calibration curves obtained on
GIADA PFM for GIADA FS.

3.1. IS responsivity and Impact position reconstruction
Given a constant momentum released by an impacting particle the signal

of the �ve PZTs depends on the speci�c impact position on the aluminum
plate. This e�ect is due to dissipative forces acting during wave propagation
along the sensing plate. For a correct data analysis it is therefore pivotal to
determine a sensitivity map for the sub-system (25) and a reliable algorithm
for the impact position reconstruction. When a particle hits the IS plate in
P � (Fig 2) with coordinates (x imp ; yimp ), a exural wave is produced and
propagates along the plate as circular waves centered on the impact position.
P � coordinates can be reconstructed by means of the time counters connected
to the PZTs that measure the time delays (starting from the �rst detection
by one of the PZTs) with which the propagating wave reaches them. As soon
as the wave front reaches the closest piezoelectric sensor, e.g. PZT 1 in the
example sketched in �gure 2, the time counters on the other PZTs are acti-
vated and then stopped when the propagating wave reaches them. Assuming
a constant speed wave propagation, v=1.711 mm/� s (25), to reconstruct the
impact position using the time delays with respect to PZT1, i.e. �t2, �t3,
�t4 and �t5, an analytical solution can be applied. Due to the counters time
resolution of 3� s the method can reconstruct the impact position within an
error of 5x10� 3m (27). We �rst addressed the reliability of the analytical
algorithm for the impact position reconstruction. For this analysis we used
glass spheres, 500� m in diameter, released by a rigid guide assuring a high
precision on settled impact points. We performed ten launches on each point
of a 9x9 grid, covering the whole IS sensitive surface. From equations:
P (x imp ; yimp )
x imp = A + r0 � B
yimp = C + r0 � D
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x2
imp + y2

imp = r 2
0 + E � r0 + F:

Where A, B, C, D, E and F are parameters depending on time delays, PZTs
con�guration and a, the aluminum plate side length, we reconstructed the
impact positions and compared them with the settled impact points of the
grid. To derive P � coordinates, time delays from three out of �ve PZTs are
su�cient. We used four di�erent combinations of PZTs, reported as Comb
(2,3,5), Comb (2,3,4), Comb (3,4,5) and Comb (2,4,5) in table 1, numbers
refer to the corresponding PZTs. The results of the experiment to check the
reliability of the impact position reconstruction are shown in table 1. The
results are unsatisfactory, in fact most of the reconstructed positions di�er
from the actual impact positions for a distance greater than the uncertainty
set by the IS hardware limits (5x10� 3m). This di�erence is due to some
residual cross talk among the ampli�cation channel of each PZT. This be-
havior was highlighted between PZT2 and PZT1 signals. The error induced
in the measurements of the time retard by this cross talk makes ine�ective
the theoretical algorithm for position reconstruction. The ine�ectiveness of
the analytical method for the GIADA PFM, was a critical issue also for the
GIADA FS onboard Rosetta. To overcome this issue we developed a new
empirical method. The whole data set collected during GIADA develop-
ment was analyzed and elaborated to obtain a look-up table linking impact
positions to time delays. The table was obtained selecting the time delays
recorded in correspondence of �xed impact positions over a 1 mm mesh grid
covering the whole IS surface. The time delays (�t1 to �t5) measured during
the experiments with glass spheres are compared with the values stored in
the look-up table. The actual impact position is the one that in the look-up
table has the same time delays. The results of this new method applied to
the measurements performed during the extended calibration are reported in
table 1, in columns labeled \New Method". This new method lead to the
impact position reconstruction with a higher accuracy with respect to the old
method. The old method is able to reconstruct the impact position, within
the IS hardware limit only in 2 % of the trials, while with the new method
the percentage rises to 20 %. Considering acceptable a maximum error of 20
mm, the new method provides results within this limit for the 60 % of the
trials that compared to the 9 % obtainable with the old method represent
a critical improvement. We reached even better results taking into account
speci�c IS behaviors obtaining the impact position reconstruction, within 20
mm of accuracy, in 85 % of the trials. Such an accurate impact position
reconstruction allowed us to rescale the IS signal by means of a sensitivity
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map superseeding the issue of the non-uniformity sensing plate responsivity.

3.2. GDS+IS calibration to derive particle momentum and geometrical cross
section

In order to calibrate the combined GDS+IS response we obtained GDS
and IS calibration curves correlating the sub-systems response to the stimuli
produced by well-characterized analog samples. We dropped or shot into
GIADA PFM a statistically relevant number of particles (about 2000 in total)
and we analyzed IS and GDS data versus particle momentum and optical
cross-section as a function of composition, size and mechanical properties
(Young Modulus) of the impacting particle. Cometary dust analogs were
selected according to the recent knowledge gained through the analyses of
interplanetary dust particles (28) and cometary samples returned from comet
81P/Wild2 (29; 3; 30). We prepared samples with sizes ranging from 20� m to
500� m in diameter following the hypothesized comet grain size distributions
(31). The grains were produced in four distinct size bin: 1) 20� � � 50
� m, 2) 50 � � � 100� m, 3) 100 � � � 250 � m, and 4) 250� � � 500 � m.
The particles were characterized by multiple laboratory analytical techniques
(32). Single particles were shot at velocities in the range of 0.8 to 100 ms� 1

into the GIADA PFM using two di�erent experimental setup. To obtain
calibration curves linking GIADA measurements to particles physical and
chemical properties we followed this procedure:

1. Using a camera connected to an optical stereo-microscope we acquired
two images of each particle in two di�erent positions (rotating the par-
ticle by 90� ) deriving an average geometrical cross section (Fig. 5)
and allowing the measurement of the three axes of the ellipsoid that
best �ts the particles. Once determined the three axes we calculated
the volume of each particle from which we derived the mass, since the
density of the selected materials was known.

2. We shot (or dropped) and measured into the GIADA PFM about 50
particles characterized in step 1, for each material. To shoot particles
with sizes in the range 20-500� m and speeds from 1 to 100 ms� 1,
we used an air gun (Fig. 3a); for particle in the size range 250-500
� m with speeds ranging from 0.8 to 20 ms� 1, we used an electrostatic
micro-manipulator (Fig. 3b) (33).

3. We measured the particle speeds from the time of ight between the
GDS and IS detections (Fig. 4b) and combining them with the masses
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Table 1: Veri�cation of the reliability of the analytical method for the impact position
reconstruction: comparison between the real impact positions settled a priori on the 9x9
grid mapping the IS plate and the reconstructed ones obtained by the analytical solution
and by the new method. For the analytical solution we used 4 combination of PZTs for
the reconstruction reported as Comb 2,3,5 Comb 2,3,4 Comb 3,4,5 and Comb 2,4,5, where
the numbers are referred to the corresponding PZTs; in the last two columns on the right
the coordinates obtained with the new developed method are reported

Real Impact Analytical Method ( v = 1 :711mm=�s ) New
Position Comb: 2, 3, 5 Comb: 2, 3, 4 Comb: 3, 4, 5 Comb: 2, 4, 5 Method

X[mm] Y[mm] X[mm] Y[mm] X[mm] Y[mm] X[mm] Y[mm] X[mm] Y[mm] X[mm] Y[mm]

17 17 55.7 44.6 51.6 108.6 104.6 91.9 137.8 30.1 18.9 24.5

17 37 58.7 51.4 57.5 89.0 90.4 82.6 100.5 47.3 17.2 39.0

17 57 62.0 62.0 62.0 72.9 72.1 72.1 72.9 62.0 19.6 54.9

17 77 66.4 84.9 65.6 62.0 43.7 62.0 46.3 81.4 45.6 106.0

17 95 71.4 94.4 69.1 58.6 35.0 57.5 40.8 87.0 34.7 105.9

37 17 55.3 51.6 52.3 98.9 92.4 88.4 105.5 46.7 18.5 36.3

37 37 65.4 54.5 66.2 79.7 88.4 76.9 94.4 52.6 30.7 38.1

37 57 54.9 58.6 54.0 73.7 68.7 72.4 69.5 58.1 33.9 56.6

37 77 62.0 72.9 62.0 58.4 46.9 57.9 48.5 71.8 49.9 92.4

37 95 57.8 79.7 58.0 73.3 52.1 73.8 52.5 79.0 42.3 109.9

57 17 52.2 48.5 50.3 70.0 72.4 68.7 74.5 45.8 23.6 54.5

57 37 55.8 41.0 54.0 73.7 86.1 71.0 94.8 33.2 45.4 37.1

57 57 59.0 36.7 58.3 65.7 87.3 65.0 96.2 27.8 52.7 36.0

57 77 58.7 51.4 58.4 62.0 69.3 62.0 70.0 50.3 28.1 92.2

57 93 78.7 78.7 75.1 48.9 45.3 45.3 48.9 75.1 57.7 96.2

77 17 42.3 26.4 36.0 62.0 76.6 62.0 83.6 10.8 102.8 42.9

77 37 39.7 43.5 31.7 80.6 71.8 75.5 75.3 37.3 35.4 52.4

77 57 62.0 28.0 62.0 51.1 85.9 52.9 93.2 18.0 93.3 64.3

77 77 79.1 53.7 78.5 49.2 74.2 48.8 73.7 54.0 78.7 91.4

77 93 79.7 57.8 77.3 39.1 57.5 35.0 58.3 58.5 73.3 101.1

97 17 31.1 4.2 12.7 67.3 87.3 65.0 129.1 -89.4 105.3 29.5

97 37 40.3 19.9 32.1 62.0 80.3 62.0 92.3 -5.7 100.8 39.4

97 57 56.3 29.7 55.2 54.3 81.3 55.8 87.5 20.0 79.3 86.5

97 77 75.2 49.8 74.8 45.5 70.3 44.9 70.0 50.3 77 99.4

97 93 85.3 48.8 82.6 33.6 66.7 29.4 66.0 50.7 83.6 106.6
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Figure 2: Reference frame and PZTs distribution used for the impact position recon-
struction on the IS sensitive surface.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 3: Systems developed to shot particles: 3a) Air gun formed by a long small
pipe connected to a small chamber where the particle is placed by means of a needle, the
chamber is connected to a high pressure vessel through a valve actioned by a button; 3b)
electrostatic device formed by 2 glass needle charged by a high voltage power supply.

derived at step 1, we calculated the actual particle momentum (Fig.
4c).

4. We recorded the GDS and IS signals, generated by the laser curtain
crossing and by the impact on the sensing plate, of each particle.

5. The impact position for each impinging particle was reconstructed and
the IS signal was rescaled according to the sensitivity map.

Following this procedure we obtained the calibration curves to link GIADA
measurements to the physical and chemical properties of these particles.

4. Results

The extended calibration activities were mainly devoted to obtain the
GIADA sub-system Response Function (RF) with respect to the particle
momentum, speed and geometrical cross-section. To derive the IS-RF we
proceeded in two steps: 1) analysis of the data collected shooting particles
belonging to the whole set of cometary analogs selected to obtain an average
IS-RF; 2) analysis of the data acquired for each type of cometary analog
to obtain speci�c IS-RFs for each material. For the GDS, due to the high
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Momentum, speed and geometrical cross section of the particles used for the
extended calibration campaign. 4a) Momentum distribution of the used particles; 4b)
speed distribution of the used particles;4c) cross section distribution of the particles used
for each analog material.
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Figure 5: Two images of a forsterite grain belonging to the range 250-500� m taken
with the Leica IC80HD camera attached to the Leica MC205 Microscope. The measured
geometrical cross section and the axes measured in the two positions are reported. The
needle used to manipulate the particles is visible on the background of the samples.
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Figure 6: Correlation between momenta calculated with the procedure described in
section 4.1 for each particle and the signal registered by the IS-PZT1 (GIADA PFM).

relevance on the GDS response of the optical property of the speci�c material,
we derived only the GDS-RFs for each analog.

4.1. IS calibration curves

Thanks to the data obtained during the extended calibration phase we
were able to obtain the average IS -RF. As an example, in Figure 6 we
report the IS signals (digital units) acquired after launching a high number
of particles (� 200) belonging to the entire set of cometary analogs with
respect to the actual particle momentum. In order to obtain the RF for each
PZT a linear �t of the data (shown as an example in �gure 6 for PZT1) was
obtained and the parameters of the �ts were calculated for all the �ve PZTs
(table 2).

In order to investigate the IS response with respect to the impacting par-
ticle physical-chemical properties we analyzed the IS data for each analog
material. This allowed us to evaluate the IS response with respect not only
to the particle momentum but also to the kinetic energy. In fact, as all
impacts conserve the momentum, what distinguishes di�erent types of im-
pacts is whether they also conserve kinetic energy. Collisions can either be
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elastic, i.e. conserving both momentum and kinetic energy, or inelastic, i.e.
conserving momentum but not kinetic energy. The degree to which a colli-
sion is elastic or inelastic is quanti�ed by the restitution coe�cient, ranging
between zero (perfectly inelastic collision) and 1 (perfectly elastic collision).
The interaction between the particle and the IS plate can be schematized
in two stages. The �rst stage, purely elastic, starts at the initial contact
between the particle and the plate and is characterized by the deformation
of the particle. As the impact progresses, the pressure between the two bod-
ies increases until the peak pressure reaches the particle elastic yield limit.
The second stage, which lasts until the impacting bodies have a zero relative
velocity, is characterized by the growth of a region of plastic deformation in
the particle and in the impacted plate. It is assumed that the elastic yield
limit remains constant throughout the impact. To understand if it is possible
obtaining information on the tensile strength or the Young modulus of the
impacting particles, we analyzed the IS readings with respect to both particle
kinetic energy and momentum. This analysis, carried out for each selected
material , allowed us to retrieve how the IS responsivity changes with respect
to the elastic or inelastic impact type. In fact, the type of impact (elastic
vs. inelastic) is linked to the Young modulus and to the elastic yield of the
particle. Comparing the curve obtained �tting the momentum versus the IS
signal for each material, we can retrieve the dependence of the IS calibra-
tion curve slope with respect to the particles Young modulus. Plotting the
slope of the curve with respect to the particle Young modulus it can be seen
that this slope increases for materials with higher Young modulus, i.e. with
higher tensile strength (�g. 7). Thanks to this IS behavior, knowing the
impact speed, an estimation of the particle tensile strength can be obtained.
When the impact speed is not known, e.g. when the particle is not detected
by the GDS, a rough estimation of the particle speed can be retrieved using
the IS data. Analysing particle momentum vs. its kinetic energy, for a de-
termined tensile strength, the ratio between these two quantities gives the
particle speed.

4.2. GDS calibration curves
For the GDS subsystem the data analysis show a strong dependency of

the particle geometrical cross section measurable with respect to the optical
properties of the cometary analog crossing the GDS laser curtain (Fig. 8).
Thus a function linking the GDS signal to the particle geometrical cross sec-
tion has to take into account its composition. We grouped the geometrical
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Table 2: IS Calibration curves obtained for the PFM: the parameters of each PZT are
reported with the error on the parameter.

PZt Slope Intercept
PZt1 0.68 � 0:09 -9.18� 0:35
PZt2 0.89 � 0:14 -9.62� 0:48
PZt3 0.78 � 0:13 -9.33� 0:48
PZt4 0.78 � 0:12 -9.05� 0:41
PZt5 0.77 � 0:12 -9.19� 0:44

Figure 7: IS slopes of curves of IS RF obtained for each dust particle material w.r.t.
the Young modulus of the material. An higher Young modulus correspond to an high IS
responsivity.
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cross-section values in di�erent bins and evaluated their average and stan-
dard deviation. We computed the average and standard deviation for the
corresponding bins of the GDS signal. We repeated this procedure for each
type of cometary analog. We �tted the geometrical cross-section vs. GDS
signal (for both Left and Right receivers). The algorithm of the regression to
obtain the GDS �tting curve takes into account the average and the standard
deviation of the points used for the �t, i.e. the average and the standard de-
viation evaluated for each cross-section and GDS signal bin. As examples we
report in �gure 9 the curves �tting the data, reported with their error bars,
obtained by launching across the laser curtain alkali-feldspar, anorthite and
melillite particles (Fig. 9a) and amorphous carbon particles (Fig. 9b). In
�gure 9a we merged data obtained for three di�erent materials because their
GDS response is very similar, i.e. the GDS is not able to di�erentiate their
optical properties. For each cometary dust analog we are able to derive a
calibration curve linking the particle geometrical cross-section with the GDS
signal. The GDS curves are obtained using the following �tting model:
CrossSection= A � Signb

GDS
where A and b are the free parameters of the �t andSignGDS is the signal
obtained by the GDS. To obtain the �t parameter con�dence intervals we ap-
plied the bootstrap method (34). Comparing the cometary analogs �t results,
considering the con�dence intervals obtained with the bootstrap method for
the b parameter, all of the values are compatible with a single value: 2, i.e.
about the mean value of the interval for all the materials. This behavior is
true for both the receivers. The constant value 2 can be explained as an
intrinsic characteristic of GDS data acquisition chain (detectors + proxim-
ity electronics). This result allowed us to separate the parameters a�ecting
the GDS-RF. In fact, b is intrinsic of the acquisition chain whileA can be
assumed as a function of the average intensity of the laser curtain and of the
particle scattering properties. We proceeded by �tting all the data with the
equation
CrossSection= A � Sign2

GDS
The obtained curves are plotted in Figure 10. The plots show that: 1) the
geometrical cross section measurable by GDS depends on particle albedo; 2)
materials with comparable optical properties have a similar GDS-RF; 3) both
(Left and Right) receivers have the same trend with respect to the selected
material.
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Figure 8: Size range of measurable particles by the GDS for each cometary analog.

4.3. Correlation between GIADA Proto Flight and Flight models
The calibration activity described above was performed using the GIADA

PFM housed in a clean room in our laboratory. The results can be trans-
ferred to the GIADA FS, now operating onboard Rosetta. During pre-launch
calibration campaign a major e�ort was made to characterize both GIADA
models. In addition, during the Rosetta cruise phase and just before the
comet escort phase, several tests on the GIADA FS were performed to check
the sub-system status. Our work led us to reach the critical conclusion that
IS and GDS calibration curves are linked to well de�ned, in both GIADA
models, functional parameters, i.e. laser irradiance for the GDS and PZTs
responsivity for the IS. In fact, these parameters can be derived for GIADA
FS by means of the internal calibration devices: light monitors for laser irra-
diance, internal calibrator for PZTs responsivity. We could thus de�ne simple
IS and GDS transfer functions to rescale the GIADA PFM calibration curves
to the GIADA FS.

5. Conclusions

The extended calibration campaign, performed during Rosetta cruise and
hibernation phases on GIADA PFM, was planned to optimize GIADA FS sci-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Measured particle geometrical cross sections versus GDS signal and their �tting
curves: a) data obtained by launching across GDS alkali-feldspar, anorthite and melillite
particles, which were group because of the GDS response similarity, i.e. GDS is unable
to distinguish these three minerals having similar optical properties; b) data obtained by
launching across GDS amorphous carbon particles.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: GDS IRF curves with respect to analog materials of particles: 10a) IRF of
the right GDS channel; 10b) IRF of the left GDS channel.

enti�c data analyses. The review of the pre-launch calibration campaign data
allowed us to recover a critical issue in the impact position reconstruction
procedure. The newly developed method provides a reliable impact position
reconstruction reducing considerably the error in the momentum measure-
ments. To improve GIADA calibration exploiting the increased knowledge
on cometary dust, we identi�ed and produced a realistic set of cometary
analogs referring to Wild2 dust particles laboratory analyses. For each ana-
log we were able to determine calibration curves as a function of chemical-
physical particle properties for the GIADA IS and GDS subsystems. The
range of cometary analog types and the number of tests performed allowed
us to investigate GIADA capability in constraining additional cometary dust
particle physical properties. The IS response function dependence on the
Young modulus of cometary dust analog was retrieved and will be used to
constrain the tensile strength of 67P/C-G dust particles. We obtained a
set of GDS calibration curves, which take into account particle composition.
Thanks to these new curves we can derive particle geometrical cross sections
that combined with measured masses allow us to derive dust particle density.
Our work led us to de�ne the correlation between GIADA PFM and GIADA
FS. The complete datasets collected during the pre-launch calibration phase,
performed on both models allowed us to obtain the transfer functions be-
tween the two GIADA models. This result permits the application of the
new calibration curves to the GIADA FS data acquired on 67P/C-G dust.
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